SYMBIOS PROJECT
DEMOGRAPHIC CRISES, LIVEABLE TERRITORIES AND
INCLUSION
A socio-territorial perspective of the Europe 2020 Strategy
Kick-off workshop
Santiago de Compostela, 10-11th June, 2013

Agenda
10th June
Time

Topic

20h00

Welcome by Xunta de
Galicia
Participants Introduction

20h30

Welcoming dinner

11th June
Time

Topic

8h30

1.1. Workshop Introduction

8h45

1.2. Brief on Symbios Project
Action Plan

9h00

2.1 The Network

9h40

2.2. Diagnosis sharing

10h40

Break

Explanation notes

Explanation notes
What the workshop is meant to be? Working schedule
and expected outputs
What is the general framework where the partners’
contributions are expected to fit in?
Input: Partners organizations quick self-presentation.
Who is who?
Expected output: Shared knowledge on the partners’
organizations main features
Input: Brief socio-demographic diagnosis of the different
regions/territories involved within the project. Focussing
on: -the demographic change and its consequences;
- the liveability of the declining/ageing territories;
- the social inclusion of their inhabitants.
Output: Shared diagnosis and knowledge on common
concerns

11h10

3.1. Bench learning items
menu

Input: Contributions of each partner. Topics to be
classified into three thematic levels:

Possible contribution of each a)
organization to the project (
bench learning & study cases
& experience sharing)
b)
c)

12h45
3.2 Fitting into the schedule
(and discussion on the 1st
draft for the 1st Seminar)

13h30

Question and answers

13h45.

Final remarks and
conclusions
Working lunch
End of the workshop

14h00
15h15

Related to academic analysis of the critical
issues; as well as policy analysis and overall
criteria for planning action
Related to concrete public policies & projects
implementation
Related to third sector & private
(entrepreneurship experiences, age
management, non-profit or community based
initiatives in declining/rural areas)

Expected output: A stock of innovative
approaches/attempts, possible study cases and good
experiences that could be brought into the project from
everyone’ s context:
What have we tried to know about and to do about
those issues in the past?
And/or: What are we currently trying to do or to
promote?
And /or: Which worthy experience/example from
my context could I contact to enhance the project’s
background and results?
Input: Discussions on
- when and how the prospective contributions fit the
best into the Project’s schedule
- And how and when each partner will actively
participate.
Output:
Scheme of available contents:
a) Prospective presentations in one particular event
b) prospective study visits
c) web page inputs
d) first seminar programme draft

